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 Menu	Business areas 	[image: ]Civil engineeringBe it lowered structures or dynamic drive: In sewer construction, UHRIG sets new standards with complete solutions.
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Heat from wastewaterThere is enormous energy potential in wastewater. Making the right use of this resource in the context of the heat transition.
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Sewer rehabilitationSewer rehabilitation made easy - that is the claim of the modular Quick-Lock system from UHRIG Sewer Technology.
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Intelligent sewer networksIn addition to infrastructure, smart sewer management also needs measurement, process and automation technology.
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Attachment compactorUAM attachment compactors also make your construction sites more effective and safer!
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Product: Quick-LockMore than just a method for pipe interior rehabilitation. Without construction chemicals, thus also suitable for drinking water pipes.
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Product: Therm-LinerTherm-Liner - that is the name of the patented heat exchanger system for generating heat from wastewater.
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Product: UAM prolineUHRIG attachment compactors - by professionals for professionals. The best basis: 20 years of practical experience in road construction & civil engineering.
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WeirsWeirs are part of the indispensable infrastructure of modern sewage systems: They relieve, flush and regulate.
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Lowered structuresThe finished concrete body is sunk into a precisely fitting pit. This saves space and time.
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Water crossingsBy means of various methods, a canal can be routed under, through or over a body of water. We are specialists!
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Dynamic driveLaying pipes without digging - we make it possible for long sections and large nominal widths.
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CareersUHRIG employs and trains. All jobs and study positions at a glance.
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HistoryMore than 55 years of experience in civil engineering and sewer construction characterise the work and standards of UHRIG.
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Memberships & EngagementsUHRIG stands out: Always up to date professionally & in the community.
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LatestAll the news such as news and dates about the UHRIG group.
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Contact person overviewThe UHRIG team is always there for you - personal, competent and experienced.
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ServiceBackground information, downloads & many answers to frequently asked questions can be found here.
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DownloadsImportant documents and forms for quick download.
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ContactYou can reach us in writing by letter, fax or email as well as by telephone.
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	youtube
	linkedin


Helmut UHRIG Straßen- und Tiefbau GmbH
Am Roten Kreuz 2
 78187 Geisingen

+49 7704 / 806 0

zentrale@uhrig-bau.de

www.uhrig-bau.de


UHRIG Kanaltechnik GmbH
Am Roten Kreuz 2
 78187 Geisingen

+49 7704 / 806 0

info@uhrig-bau.de

www.quick-lock.de


UHRIG Energie GmbH
Am Roten Kreuz 2
 78187 Geisingen

+49 7704 / 806 0

zentrale@uhrig-bau.de

www.energie-aus-abwasser.de


UAM GmbH & Co. KG
Am Roten Kreuz 2
 78187 Geisingen

+49 7704 / 806 0

info@uam.eu

www.uam.eu


UHRIG Smart Sewer Management GmbH
Am Roten Kreuz 2
 78187 Geisingen

+49 7704 / 806 0

zentrale@uhrig-bau.de

www.uhrig-bau.de


UHRIG Energy from Wastewater Corp.
1500 Broadway, Suite 1902
 New York, NY 10036

+49 7704 / 806 0

info@uhrig-bau.de

www.uhrig-bau.eu
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Cookies
On our website we use cookies and similar technologies that are necessary for the operation of our website. 
Before you can continue to visit the website, we ask for your consent. Additional cookies are only used with your consent. Cookie-SettingsPrivacy Policy
Accept
Cookie-Settings
   Close Privacy & Cookie Information
In order to guarantee all expected functions and to offer you an unrestricted web experience, we work with so-called cookies.


 

  Necessary cookies   Necessary cookies
 Always Enabled
 "Necessary cookies" are those cookies that ensure the proper functioning of the website. They are therefore absolutely necessary. This category contains only those cookies that control the basic functions and security features of the website. These cookies are always active on our website.	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	_icl_visitor_lang_js	Necessary cookies	1 day	This cookie stores the redirected language.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	Necassary cookies	1 year	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent Plugin. This cookie is used to store the user's consent for the cookies in the "Necessary Cookies" category.
	CookieLawInfoConsent	Necassary cookies	1 year	This cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record user consent for the cookies.

	newsletter			This cookie shows the correct messages to the subscriber or allows content to be unlocked for subscribers if you use the Content Lock addon.
	viewed_cookie_policy	Necessary cookies	1 year	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not the user has consented to the use of cookies.
	wordpress_test_cookie	Necessary cookies	Session	This cookie checks whether the browser accepts cookies.
	wp-wpml_current_language	Necessary cookies	1 day	This cookie stores the current language.
	wpml_browser_redirect_test	Necessary cookies	Session	This cookie checks whether the browser allows cookies.
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